
Questionnaire on Matters Physical and Metaphysical 

 

What is the insect known as Rama’s arrow 

(that along with the termites ingested 

so many ancient Tamil poems writ 

on palm leaves in the curvilinear script 

which may well have evolved so as not to split 

the brittle fibres)? And what was Rama’s arrow 

originally (and through how many aeons 

did it fly with its barely rippling crow 

feathers and flexing shaft, and then through what 

fields of night and yawning space before 

returning to contrive the end of days)? 

And the end of days is the beginning of what 

(turbulent timeless tract where all of space 

does or does not collapse into a witless dot)? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Il gran rifiuto 

 

In the sacred wood 

wrought poems hang 

well within reach  

on every branch, 

 

all rounded, golden,  

almost flawless  –  

the least would earn 

eternal fame. 

 

But where’s the buzz 

in a gift without graft? 

Like Jonson’s eels 

that leap into your hand. 

 

I turned on my heels  

and left the place 

for the stony field 

I plough in vain. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  



The Dirt-Painter 

 

Pyreicus, who painted barbers’ rooms, dirty workshops, donkeys, and kitchen herbs, with all 

the diligence of a Dutch painter, as if such things were rare or attractive in nature, acquired 

the surname of Rhyparographer, the dirt-painter.                                                  

– GOTTHOLD EPHRAIM LESSING, Laocoon 

 

 

While the rest were slavering over Gods and heroes 

we favoured his paintings of the blacksmith’s forge, 

rat tails of cut hair or tufts of grey sage, 

the donkey forlorn in its scabby meadow. 

 

Spurning the strained postures of the muscle-bound, 

he found a palette for the glaucous sporangia 

of moss, for the faintest stain on the air, 

and turned all background into foreground. 

 

 

  



Lives of the Artists 

 

And then there was the swaggering Daimon 

who went about in Tyrian purple 

and wore a white fillet on his oiled head 

while boasting of his humble heritage. 

His masterwork was a golden skull 

studded with diamonds. That winning touch, 

much valued by his patron, the wife-throttler Sātchios, 

involved a trick a shade less effortful 

than Midas’s, for all he managed 

was to turn gold into gold, and flesh to cash. 

  



Trauma 

 

I’m reminded of another episode in my life concerning bees. A trauma, certainly. I was 

taking the air when with two blunt taps first one, then another bee flew into the centre of 

my forehead, more or less where the third eye is meant to look out. Both bees fell stunned 

onto the pavement where they writhed as if trying to free themselves from an invisible 

spider’s web. I was conversant enough with common bee-lore to know that in the normal 

course of events this meant a warning; that to proceed would be to risk the ire of the hive; 

and that the best course was to retrace my steps backwards. But this proved not to be in the 

normal course, for I observed that the pavement was strewn with bees in a similar state of 

extreme distress. Some, it seemed, had already died and lay curled up like vacant, furry 

shells. I followed the trail of them, careful where I trod, to a house with an open door from 

which issued a cloud of cement. I tried to explain to the workmen inside that it didn’t have 

to be an either-or as regards human and bee residence, that we could both live together to 

our mutual and happy advantage. To this they listened sympathetically for a few minutes, 

then explained that although they could see what I was saying they had a lot of work to 

finish. When I protested, they chased me away with shovels, shouting that I was a traitor 

and a disgrace. 

  



The Ghost 

Baudelaire, ‘Le revenant’ 

 

Like an angel with predatory eyes 

I’ll be back – back at your bedside, 

so sleek you’ll hardly hear me glide 

cloaked in night’s shadows. 

 

I’ll plant my moon-cold kisses 

across your black satin skin. 

You’ll feel the chill of my caresses 

like a serpent’s coils tightening. 

 

When dingy daylight reappears, 

you’ll find my place empty, 

the sheets without a trace or crease. 

 

Others may try tenderness  

to curb your youth and beauty, 

but me, I mean to rule by fear. 

 

  



The River Bo 

Aldo Palazzeschi, ‘Il rio Bo’ 

 

Three little sheds 

with pointy roofs, 

a wee meadow 

and this meagre brook – the River Bo. 

And don’t forget the lordly cypress. 

A tiny hamlet, I’m bound to admit, 

a nothing of a place, and yet 

there’s always a star up above, 

a magnificent great big star 

that would gladden the most depressed . . . 

It lines up with the very tip 

of the cypress 

that rears at the verge of 

the exiguous River Bo. 

Is that star in love? 

It might well be so 

as even the biggest city hasn’t got 

such a thing to boast of. 

  

 

 

 


